Abstract: This paper documents the research towards the development of a system based on Artificial Neural Networks to predict muscle force patterns of an athlete during cycling. Two independent inverse problems must be solved for the force estimation: evaluation of the kinematic model and evaluation of the forces distribution along the limb. By solving repeatedly the two inverse problems for different subjects and conditions, a training pattern for an Artificial Neural Network was created. Then, the trained network was validated against an independent validation set, and compared to evaluate agreement between the two alternative approaches using Bland-Altman method. The obtained neural network for the different test patterns yields a normalized error well below 1% and the Bland-Altman plot shows a considerable correlation between the two methods. The new approach proposed herein allows a direct and fast computation for the inverse dynamics of a cyclist, opening the possibility of integrating such algorithm in a real time environment such as an embedded application.
Introduction
In biomechanics, internal forces exerted during the execution of motor tasks can be estimated by combining a biomechanical model, able to predict the forces acting on each involved joint, with the design of an optimization criterion to determine the contribution of each muscle to the overall force [1] . This approach has been applied in a variety of application fields, ranging from the analysis of gait [2] and running [3] , to the study of upper limb movements [4] . For instance, different studies in the literature proposed a biomechanical model of the human shoulder complex, for quasi-static and dynamic estimation of the muscle forces and joint reaction forces in the gleno-humeral joint, combining inverse dynamics and static optimization to estimate the associated muscle forces [5] [6] [7] . Other studies present a conceptual 3D bipedal nonlinear model for Sit-To-Stand task with optimal controller design for exoskeleton torques [8] or a coupled optimization problem for a 2D model to solve for controller, which shows that central nervous system is able to solve the limb coordination problem when recovering from balance perturbations [9] .
In the biomechanics of cycling it is important to evaluate how the athlete executes the required motor task, in order to have objective parameters that quantify the performance [10] . This aspect can be analyzed in terms of power exerted while cycling, using different techniques [11] , or investigating the role of muscle activity while performing the task [12] [13] [14] . To this aim, previous studies proposed an inverse dynamics approach [15] [16] [17] [18] to predict muscle force patterns by the measurement of the external forces exerted on the pedal. These predictions were compared against muscle activity, as estimated from surface Electromyography (sEMG) data [19] , after proper preprocessing [20] . The use of standard optimization algorithms, to solve the equations that describe the inverse dynamics of cycling, can represent a limit to the development of a real time device. Being able to estimate muscle forces in real time can be used on the field to assess and monitor athlete performance. The purpose of this study was to develop a new optimization algorithm based on artificial Neural Networks (NN), in order to reduce the computational complexity of the deterministic one used in the previous study [15] , while maintaining the quality of estimation.
Concerning the NN, Multilayer Perceptrons (MLP) with a single hidden layer have been proven capable of approximating any function with any desired accuracy, provided that associated conditions are satisfied [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . They are probably the most commonly used NN and have been applied to a wide variety of problems, including function approximation, prediction, and simulation. Although one hidden layer is adequate to enable NN to approximate any given function, some researchers argued that NN with more than one hidden layer might require fewer hidden neurons to approximate the same function. It was theoretically shown in [26] that, given a desired degree of interpolation accuracy, NNs with two hidden layers require considerably fewer hidden neurons compared to NNs with one hidden layer. From a more practical perspective it has been shown in [27] , through extensive experiments, that single-hidden-layer NNs are superior to networks with more than one hidden layer with the same level of complexity mainly due to the fact that the latter are more prone to fall into local minima. In engineering applications, there is a clear tendency toward using NNs with only one hidden layer [28] . Generally, feed forward NN have been a natural choice as trainable pattern classifiers because of their function approximation and generalization capabilities [29] . The function approximation capability allows them to form arbitrary nonlinear discriminant surfaces, while the generalization ability allows responding consistently to data never shown to the network itself. In this work, NNs have been used with the aim of obtaining a good approximation of the estimated muscle forces with a reduced computational cost, that represents one of the main targets for real time application in biomedical application [30, 31] .
Methods and Techniques
A biomechanical model was identified to reproduce the cycling task and used for the muscle forces estimation of the lower limb. It has been modeled as a three-joint (i.e. ankle, knee, and hip) system, actuated by nine muscles as shown in Figure 1 , and built in three steps:
1.
Definition of a kinematic model to evaluate the position of every segment of the leg involved in the gesture; 2.
Definition of the inverse dynamics to evaluate the muscular torque for every joint; 3.
Calculation of the muscular forces through the data obtained with the two previous steps. Regarding the third step, a cost function, based on a physiological criterion, was minimized to predict muscular force patterns. This optimization was obtained by using a feed forward NN. An additional one was used to solve the equation associated with the first step, as described in the following. Results obtained with this approach were compared to the ones obtained with the previous deterministic approach [15] , using Bland-Altman plots, which is widely used in literature to compare different estimation techniques of the same quantity [32, 33] .
Biomechanical Model Identification
Restricting the analysis to the sagittal plane, the kinematic model of the lower limb is composed of constrained rigid elements and mechanical elements of the bicycle, used to transmit the motion to the wheel. By modeling each body segment and each mechanical element as a segment (Figure 2 ) it is possible to define a kinematic chain with five elements and two degrees of freedom, so the position of each member in the sagittal plane is determined by the length of each segment and two of the following angles:
1. θc, angle between the bicycle's frame and the crank; 2.
θp, angle between the crank and the pedal; 3.
θg, knee angle identified as in Figure 2 ; 4.
θs, hip-saddle angle identified as in Figure 2 . 
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The length of each segment of the model was determined by direct measurement. Once kinematic data and pedal forces are obtained-measuring θc, and θp and calculating the other angles as reported in [15] (θs(θc, θp) and θg(θs))-ankle, knee and hip joint moments are calculated using the inverse dynamics, using inertial parameters given by literature [34] . Afterwards, these data are used to implement the three equilibrium equations at each joint, involving the following muscles, that represent the minimum set to be involved in the model: (1) Tibialis anterior (TA); (2) (1) where Mj represents the muscular moment at the j-th joint, Nj is the number of muscles acting on the j-th joint, Fi is the muscular force exerted by the i-th muscle and dij is the effective moment arm of the i-th muscle from the j-th joint. The values of muscular moment arms were calculated as a second order function of the joint angle in % of the length of the segment on which muscle belly is located, based on the equation reported in [35] . As the number of equations is not sufficient to calculate muscular force values, these were calculated by minimizing the cost function: (2) associated with the boundary conditions:
here, given p total number of muscles, and being PCSAi and Fimax respectively the physiological cross sectional area and the maximum force value for the i-th muscle, obtained by the literature [34] . The cubic exponent used in the equation (3), guarantees the best tradeoff between the muscular contractile force and the maximum duration of the contraction. This cost function is widely used in literature [36, 37] as it relies on the co-activation of all the muscles involved in the gesture.
Neural Network Design
FFNNs (Feed Forward Neural Networks) were trained by the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [38] , which is a quasi-Newton optimization algorithm designed for nonlinear least squares problems. It is probably the most efficient training algorithm for small and medium-sized NNs [39] . In this work, NNs are used in two critical steps:
1. Calculation of the relative rotational angle between the frame of the bicycle and the thigh, θS; 2. Estimation of muscle forces.
In the first step, considering the coordinates of the points (A, B, C, D) respect to the reference system centered in O, as reported in Figure 2 , the neural network is necessary since the angle θS is defined in an implicit transcendental equation:
where X = XB + XD and Y = YB − YD, assuming that:
Both the segments t and s are constants, whereas the terms X and Y are the time-varying unknowns. The equation can be solved for θS using numerical methods (e.g. optimization algorithms implemented in Matlab, MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA), but even if this is an assessed solution that gives accurate results [15] , it is iterative and consequently slow. To solve this problem, for the calculation of the angle θS, a Multiple Input Single Output (MISO) NN with two inputs, four hidden neurons and a single output, has been used. The inputs were the angle between the frame of the bicycle and the crank (θC) and the angle between the frame of the bicycle and the pedal (θP), which can be expressed as a function of X and Y. Indeed, even if the X and Y displacements could be used as direct inputs to the Neural Network, this would require an additional computational step, since the direct outputs of the measurement system are θC and θP. To reduce the computational cost of the algorithm, the calculation of X and Y was included in the neural network tasks, using as input the raw data from the crank and pedal angle sensors. For this first step, training data set was composed of 7050 samples from three different subjects, and 118,000 samples from a different new subject composed the testing dataset. It is important to highlight that since the problem is analytical it is not necessary to use measured input data to train the NN, as long as it belongs to a sensible function domain [40] . In this work being the measured data set oversampled with respect to its frequency content and covering the whole angular domain, it was more practical to use it instead of synthetic data. The comparison between the old method and the new one was done through direct error estimation. This is justified considering in this first phase the NN approach as an approximation of the quasi-analytical solution.
The second step, relative to the estimation of muscle forces, can be approached by numerically solving the implicit non-linear system described by the equation (1), while minimizing (2) considering the boundaries in (3). This is done by solving an inverse problem of bounded function minimization, which can be approached by numerical optimization techniques. Each time the problem must be solved, it has three known parameters (the muscular moments) and nine unknowns (the muscle forces). The problem was generalized using nine different MISO NNs, one for each unknown. The inputs were the three parameters (muscular moments of ankle, knee and hip), while the output was a specific unknown (a muscular force). In this case, the training set was composed by 2360 samples from a single subject. Test data was composed by 118,000 samples from a different new subject. The choice of splitting a MIMO problem into multiple MISO problems lies in common good practice for NN. Indeed, the decomposition of a MIMO problem into multiple MISO yields better results and a lower risk of local minima entrapment [41] . The choice of the network size was made on statistical considerations: by testing the NN repeatedly with increasing number of neurons in the hidden layer, the error progressively diminished. However, over a specific number of neurons, the differential increase in performance was negligible, so the last point with relevant increase in performance was taken as the optimal size. In Figure  3 , an example of mean and variance for network performance (RMSE) can be seen. A low standard deviation for the chosen point confirms that the performance of the network was not due to chance. The NNs were trained by the Levenberg-Marquardt optimization algorithm. Parts of the results obtained in [15] were used to train the NN, whereas the other results were kept as an independent data set for validation. Hidden neurons use the sigmoid activation function whereas output layer neurons use the linear activation function. The full neural system can be seen in Figure 4 . For this second step, results obtained using the NN approach were compared to those obtained in the traditional approach considering that both can be considered muscular forces estimators, neither of them being able to provide an exact solution. Indeed neither the former nor the latter can be considered the gold standard. The comparison can thus be performed through a Bland-Altman plot, considering the average between the two estimates as the hypothesized true value.
Bland-Altman Plots
Bland-Altman's analysis and plot are among the most common methods used to assess the relative agreement between two analytical methods. By showing the difference between two estimates versus their mean, three important features of the methods comparison can be determined by visual inspection:
1. The 1.96 σdiff boundary for the difference distribution, pointing out how much the two methods spread. 2. The regularity of the distribution along the mean axis, to identify variable-related error patterns. 3. The symmetry of the distribution around the zero, addressing systematic bias of the measurements.
Bland-Altman plots can be used to know by how much the new method is likely to differ from the old: if this is not enough to cause problems in results interpretation, it is possible to replace the old method by the new or use the two interchangeably [32, 42] .
Experimental Protocol and Validation
A previously acquired set of data was used to validate the approach proposed in this paper. These data were obtained by pedaling on a cycling simulator for sessions about 50 minutes long with a pedaling cadence fixed at 70 rounds per minute (rpm). The cycling simulator was equipped with a system to control the power exerted by the participant [43, 44] . This system has been validated in recent works as suitable for force and power measuring during cycling activity in real time [45] . Force data, obtained from the previous work [15] , were acquired (2000 Samples/s sampling frequency, 12-bit A/D converter) by a homemade instrumented pedal mounted on the cycling simulator. With this system, it was possible to measure force components exerted on the pedal, the angular displacement of the pedal, θP, and the angular displacement of the crank, θC. These data were used as input for the biomechanical model described above. The experimental protocol was used for the estimation of the muscular forces using the two different techniques and its validation was:
Training and validation set of NNs using data obtained previously by a deterministic optimization algorithm.
2.
Plot analysis between the signals obtained by NNs and signals obtained by the optimization algorithm, and the evaluation of the RMSE and RMSE Standard Deviation.
3.
Validation of the experimental protocol analyzing Bland-Altman plots extrapolating 1180 random samples from each muscle forces signals.
Results and Discussion
In this section, all obtained results are displayed and discussed. To obtain the results, two NN were implemented on the basis of the parameters reported in the following Table 1 : the first NN was used to calculate the angle θs (θc, θp) solving a non linear equation, while the second one was used to estimate muscular forces optimizing the cost function described above. The θS angle estimated signals, for one of the subject, obtained using deterministic algorithm optimization and using neural network are both shown in Figure 5 . Figure 5 . Angle θS signals, obtained by the deterministic optimization algorithm (solid gray) and by the neural network (dashed black).
In the Table 2 the correlation of the two signals, for three different subjects, is shown in terms of Root Mean Square Error (RMSE). Neural network, for all three subjects, makes a RMS Error well below 1% and a SD Error below 10
, showing a good convergence in the research of the optimal solution.
Regarding the second step, 1180 random samples out of 118,000 have been taken for the analysis of the results. In the Figure 6 , the Bland-Altman plot for the Rectus Femoris is shown.
While the 1.96 σdiff boundaries are not negligibly narrow, they can be reasonably attributed to the intrinsic noise affecting the deterministic algorithm (more on this matter will be discussed below). The distribution is acceptably symmetric around the mean axis, excluding the possibility of a systematic measurement error. There is no apparent pattern in the error distribution apart from a border effect, consisting in a clustering of samples on the left side around the axis origin. This is due to boundary conditions used in the model: muscular forces cannot have negative value, because of obvious physiological reasons. In Table 3 , both the upper and lower 1.96σdiff boundaries are shown, together with the width of the boundary divided by the relative muscle mean force (normalized boundary). Aside from the error, a consideration can be made on the networks performance predicting muscular forces. Indeed, the number of unknowns in (2) is higher than the number of equations (9 unknowns for 3 equations), so the numerical optimization of such problem is multimodal, yielding a very noisy solution. The NN however performs an average of the different solutions, smoothing effectively the results. This effect is highlighted in Figure 7 : the NN completely filters unnatural "high" frequency components in the muscular activity signals.
In terms of computational complexity, the computational time required to elaborate a full sample, thus to compute the nine muscular forces starting from the pedals data, is about 26 ms on a Core i7 Machine, against the 2,200 ms required to compute the deterministic original approach on the same machine, yielding a considerable speed up. 
Conclusions and Future Developments
In this paper, an optimized alternative approach to estimate muscle force patterns of an athlete during cycling activity using NNs has been presented. The NNs were trained using the results obtained with a validated method that uses a deterministic optimization algorithm. The validation of the estimation obtained by NNs was accomplished analyzing the Bland-Altman plot, used to evaluate agreement between the two different methods. The results have been compared showing a good agreement between the two methods and the neural network was able to display smoother signals, as compared to the deterministic optimization. A further result can be appreciated in the significantly reduced computational costs provided by the use of NNs. Indeed, whereas the optimization algorithm requires an iterative evaluation of several non-linear functions, the NN can be evaluated directly in much less time. The considerable reduction in computational time (as shown in section 3, about two orders of magnitude as compared to the previous method) opens the possibility of implementing this approach in embedded environment using low level language. Moreover, the sampling frequency adopted in this work (i.e. 1000 Samples/s) was higher than necessary and used only in accord with the previous work [15] . In a future real time application the sampling frequency necessary to acquire forces and angles data can be reduced down to 30 Samples/s. This value is compatible with the lower computational cost found for the NNs approach, as shown in the results. Of course, the use of this approach is, as of now, subject specific: since the Neural Network requires to be trained on a specific dataset, the original deterministic algorithm must run at least once. However, this operation can be performed off-line and just one time. Once the neural networks are trained, the prediction can be performed at full speed with the method proposed in this work. On the Neural Network specific performance, even if the results for the prediction were satisfactory, an increase in the variance of the anthropometric characteristics subjects could be desired. Indeed, the generalization capabilities of the network are inherently tied to the variance of the training pattern, and to ensure the usability of this neural system for a variety of participants, a larger population should be used. The enlargement of the sample size, however, can yield a more complex optimization problem, which could require parallel architectures and advanced algorithms to be solved [46] [47] [48] [49] .
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